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Pulleys can be used to make a small force lift a larger load.

A pulley is a wheel or a collection of wheels over which a rope is looped. 

A pulley with a single wheel and a rope helps you change the direction of the lifting force. To lift 
the weight, you pull the rope downwards.

The more wheels a pulley has, the more it reduces the force needed to lift the weight. With two 
wheels, you can lift the weight using half as much force. With four wheels, you can lift the weight 
using only a quarter as much force!

The more wheels you have in the pulley, the longer rope you need. So, even though you reduce the 
amount of force you need to use to lift the weight, you have to apply the force over a longer period 
of time as you pull the longer rope.
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Gears or cogs can be used to change the speed, force or direction of motion. 

Gears are wheels with teeth, or indentations, which lock together and turn one another.

If you connect two gears together, and the first gear is larger than the second, the second gear will 
turn much faster than the first. This way you can increase the speed of the motion.

If the second wheel in a pair of gears is larger, it will turn much more slowly than the first, but with 
more force.

When two gears are connected, they always turn in opposite directions to each other. This is how 
gears can change the direction of motion.
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Levers can be used to make a small force lift a larger load.

A lever always rests on a pivot.

A lever has three parts – the place where you apply a pushing or pulling force, the point where it 
pivots and the place where the work, usually lifting, is done.

The distance between the pivot and the place where the person pushes affects how easy or hard it 
is to lift a load with the lever.

Levers were used in ancient Egypt to lift stones to construct the pyramids.


